
10 Reasons
NOT To Choose
an Ecommerce Agency
for Your Amazon Business



Every day ecommerce agencies are overpromising and 
underdelivering.

Late deliverables. Poor results. Rising fees. Yet vendors and 
sellers continue investing dollars with little to show for it.  

It’s time to break the vicious cycle now. 



Agencies have higher overhead costs 
which they typically pass on to clients.

Eva offers upfront, transparent
pricing and affordable services. 

Agencies rely on standardized strategies 
that offer little personalization.

Eva tailors marketing and sales 
strategies to individual customer 

profiles at scale, enhancing customer 
experience and conversion rates.

Agencies rely more on manual analysis 
and meetings for decision-making, 
which are slower and less efficient.

Eva’s AI algorithms analyze large 
datasets quickly, identifying trends

and insights faster than humanly 
possible, leading to quicker strategy 

adjustments and implementation.

Agencies often face internal 
communication issues, leading to 

misunderstandings or errors. 

Eva’s reduces the likelihood of
human error in data analysis and 

campaign management, enhancing 
accuracy and reliability.
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Agency depth and speed of
data analysis are limited by

human capacity.

Eva utilizes AI for deep data analysis, 
ensuring decisions are based on 

comprehensive data insights and 
trends, and minimizing guesswork.
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Agency operations are limited by
office hours and human resource 

availability.

Eva operates around the clock, 
ensuring continuous monitoring and 

adjustment of campaigns without
the need for breaks or downtime.

Agencies require long-term 
commitments, limiting flexibility.

Eva offers flexibility and freedom to 
scale services up or down based on 

current business requirements.

Agencies managing multiple clients
do not provide the focused attention 

each client deserves.

Eva prioritizes quality service
delivery, focusing on achieving 

measurable results for every client.

Agency learning and adaptation depend 
on the human capacity for research and 

development, which is not dynamic.

Eva’s AI systems continuously learn 
from new data, improving over time 

without explicit programming, 
ensuring strategies remain effective

as market conditions change.
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#10
Agencies force brands to pay for

services they don’t need.

Eva offers flexibility in services
and accommodations to various 

business sizes and needs.
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The conventional ecommerce agency model is extinct—no reason for your Amazon 
business to follow in its footsteps. Combining AI and human expertise is the way 
forward in this new era of ecommerce.

Let Eva’s AI-powered ecommerce optimization platform and services simplify your 
operations, expand your market share, and grow your business profitably.

Ready to #jointheEVAlution?

eva.guru success@eva.guru


